
 

English Policy 2022-2023 

Context 

The study of English develops children’s ability to listen, speak, read and write 

for a wide range of purposes, including communication of their ideas, views and 

feelings. At Abbey Mead Primary Academy, children are taught the English 

National Curriculum. In KS1 and KS2 we follow a book rich curriculum. 

Throughout EYFS, KS1 and KS2 the children are exposed to a rich variety of high 

quality books which develop their reading, writing and speaking and listening 

skills. Teachers use assessment information to inform planning for learning and 

are free to use a wide variety of appropriate learning resources. To ensure 

coverage the texts and grammar focuses are used to inform their planning. 

Intent 

• to enable children to speak clearly and audibly, and to take account of their 

listeners  

• to encourage children to listen with concentration, in order to identify the 

main points of what they have heard;  

• to show children how to adapt their speech to a wide range of circumstances 

and demands;  

• to teach children effective communication, both verbal and non-verbal 

through a variety of drama activities  

• to help them to become confident, independent readers, through an 

appropriate focus on word, sentence and text level knowledge  

• to develop enthusiastic and reflective readers through contact with 

challenging and substantial texts  

• to foster enjoyment of writing, and a recognition of its value  

• to encourage accurate and meaningful writing, be it narrative or non-fiction  

• to improve the planning, drafting and editing of their written work. 



Planning and delivery 
 

At Abbey Mead Primary Academy, we use a variety of teaching and learning 
styles in our English lessons. Our aim is to develop children’s knowledge, 
skills and understanding. We do this through daily lessons in which children 
experience phonics/spelling, grammar, reading, writing and guided or 
independent activity. Children are given time to respond to marking and any 
other feedback in order to address any misconceptions and deepen their 
understanding. This reflective process is an integral part in the teaching and 
learning cycle and is positively encouraged. Wherever possible, children are 
given opportunities to apply their learning in other areas of the curriculum. 
More information regarding the units of work completed based on the book 
titles below can be found in the English whole school document. 
 

 

 

In all classes, children have a wide range of abilities; we seek to provide 
suitable learning opportunities for all children by matching the challenge of 
the task to the ability of the child. We achieve this through a range of 
strategies. In some lessons we do it through differentiated group work, while 
in others we ask the children to work from the same starting point before 
moving on to develop their ideas. Children may be “set” for some lessons. 
During timetabled intervention sessions, teaching assistants support children 
who need specific support E.g. “Better Reading partners” (BRP). 
 

 

 

 



 EYFS Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 

Aut 1 Nursery 

So much 

Reception 

Elmer 

• Traditional 
Tales- 3 
Little Pigs 
 

• Kipper’s 
Diary 

• The 
Goldilocks 
Project-
Different 
Goldilocks 
versions  
 

• Fairytale 
News 

• The First 
Drawing 

• Stone 
Age Boy 

• The 
Animals of 
Farthing 
Wood 

• Father/ 

• Jabberwocky 
(poetry) 

• War 
Horse 

•  

Aut 2 Nursery 

Goldilocks 

and the 

three bears 

Reception 

Supertato 

• Stanley’s 
stick 

• Wolves 
 

• The Great 
Fire of 
London  

• ‘Forgotte
n Beasts: 
Amazing 
Creatures 
that 
Once 
Roamed 
The 
Earth’ 

• The 
Animals of 
Farthing 
Wood 

• Secrets of a 
Sun King 

• Stormbreaker 

• The Boy 
at the 
Back of 
the Class 

Spr 1 Nursery 

Mr Gumpy’s 

Outing 

Reception 

Dinosaurs 
Wear 
Underpants 

• The 
Snowman 

• The 
Journey 
Home 

• The 
witches  
 

 

• Harry 
Potter and 
the 
Philosophe
r’s Stone 

• Journey to 
Jo’burg 

 

• The 
Explorer  
 

Spr 2 Nursery 

Dear Zoo 

Reception 

The Fish Who 
Could Wish 

• In the 
Forest 
 

• Non 
fiction- 
animal 
books 

• Malala’s 

Magic 

Pencil 

• The 
Dragon 
Machine 

• Escape 
from 
Pompeii 
 

• The Iron 
Man 

 

• Chandra’s 
Magic 
Light 

• Hidden 
Figures 

• The Strange 
Case of 
Origami Yoda 

 

• Holes 
 

Sum 

1 

Nursery 

Ladybird at 

the seaside 

Reception 

Handa’s 

Surprise 

• When 
Titus Took 
the Train 

• The 
Tunnel 
 

• Tadpole’s 
Promise 

• The 
Great 
Kapok 
tree  

• Beowulf 
 

 

• Richard III  
 
 

• SATS/Per
formanc
e 
Preparati
on 
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Sum  

2 

 

 

 

Nursery 

The Very 

Hungry 

Caterpillar 

Reception 

Farmer Duck 

• The Tiny 
Seed 
 

• A selection 
of growing 
theme 
books. 
(non-
fiction) 

• The Owl 
and the 
Pussy Cat 
 

• From the 
Balcony I 
can See 

• 100 
People 
Who 
Made 
History 

• How to 
Train Your 
Dragon 

 

• Diver’s 
Daughter 

• Moth  
 



Spelling and handwriting 
 

Each year group has set weekly spelling lists. The spelling lists are sent home 

every week as homework. It is a progressive scheme and should be taught in 

conjunction with handwriting practise. 

During the week the children will: 

• Know the rule for that week’s spellings,  

• Practise spellings during handwriting sessions 

• Undertake the spelling test 

At Abbey Mead Primary Academy, we use a cursive style which starts each letter 

on the line.  Developing a cursive script helps children with spelling as it teaches 

combinations of letters which link together. More detailed information about 

teaching of handwriting can be found in the Handwriting document. 

See our script chart below to see an example of the cursive style we use: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Reading 

At Abbey, we ensure that our reading curriculum is designed to ensure that 

every pupil leaves our school as a reader through the teaching of phonics, 

decoding strategies, vocabulary building and comprehension, whilst developing 

their love of literature and reading.  

Our Novel Based Curriculum also enriches our children’s love of reading and 

allows them to explore texts in more detail enhancing their writing skills and to 

write as a reader. 

Many of our pupils have English as an additional language so it is essential that 

we are equipping them with the tools to access the language confidently. 

We teach reading through the use of:  

• Phonics 

• Independent reading books 

• Shared/guided reading sessions 

• Taught comprehension strategies/skills 

• Consolidation opportunities to apply reading skills 

• Immersive experiences related to texts through our novel based 

curriculum 

• Promote a love of reading through story-time, book related theme days 

etc. 

 

Teachers teach the skills of reading through timetabled Shared Reading 

Sessions. In these sessions the teachers model how to be a reader. These 

sessions include a lot of talk for understanding, whilst developing the skills of 

predicting, clarifying, questioning, making inferences and summarising. 

EYFS/Year 1: 

On entry our children begin to recognise sounds and phonemes through our 

Phonics Curriculum which enables them to recognise sounds and decode words 



effectively. Reading is taught daily through timetabled shared reading and 

guided reading sessions where they apply their phonics knowledge. In these 

sessions, the teacher models how to be a reader and introduces reading skills 

such as reading behaviours and some basic comprehension skills such as 

predicting, making simple inferences and summarising a text. This continues into 

Years 1 and 2 with increased comprehension skills being taught. 

Years 2-6: 

Children continue to develop their decoding skills. As children move further up 

the school there is a stronger emphasis on developing comprehension during 

shared and guided reading sessions allowing children to develop their 

understanding of texts and access a variety of texts independently. These 

sessions include a lot of talk for understanding, whilst developing the skills of 

predicting, clarifying, questioning, making inferences and summarising. Key 

skills are taught through Shared Reading 1-2 x per week, then consolidated 

through guided reading sessions and independent sessions. This takes place 

over a two-week period to ensure that all children are consolidating their 

learning and being listened to read by their class teacher. In addition, there may 

be additional support provided for “at risk” pupils through targeted teaching 

interventions including BRP, comprehension strategies or 1:1 reading sessions. 

Shared Reading (20 mins) should take place 3 x weekly in EYFS and 2 x weekly 

in KS 1 and KS 2. This can be a Big Book, IWB or novel. 

Guided Reading (20 mins) There should be 3-4 sessions per week taught over 2 

week period to ensure every child has the opportunity to read to an adult and 

consolidate skills. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Phonics –Daily in EYFS and KS1 

Phonics is taught daily and follows the Partnership Phonics Programme. Each 

day a new sound is taught and children are given the opportunity to consolidate 

their learning using decoding strategies, segmenting and blending, reading and 

writing and an additional phonics based reading book.  

Group and individual interventions should be targeted at specific groups of 

children and the impact measured continually. KS1 should link spellings to 

phonic teaching. 

KS 2 – Additional phonic interventions may be necessary for EAL/new arrivals or 

SEND pupils.  

More detailed information about teaching of phonics can be found in the 

phonics policy. 

Progression of reading is ensured through: 

Appropriate independent/guided reading books matched to Benchmark levels. 

Guided Reading books linked to Benchmark levels/Reading Spine to ensure age-

appropriate texts. 

Long term planning linked to NC and Parks Progression Statements to ensure 

coverage and progression from Years 1-6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Assessment for learning 

Assessment is carried out in line with the school’s Assessment Policy and 

collated onto Target Tracker. Children are assessed on entering school and are 

formally assessed at the end of each key stage. In addition, children complete a 

phonics screening check at the end of year one. Periodic teacher assessment 

level judgements are informed using a range of children’s work. These 

judgements are moderated through staff and phase and Trust meetings. 

Analysis of assessment data is used to set children’s individual targets and are 

regularly reviewed at termly Pupil Progress Meetings.  

 

Resources  

There is a range of resources to support the teaching of English across the 

school. Classrooms have a selection of fiction and non-fiction texts. Children 

have access to the Internet either through their classroom computer, 

Chromebooks, or iPad. The library contains a range of books to support 

children’s exposure to a wide range of texts. Resources are reviewed regularly, 

and new material purchased where appropriate.  

 

Monitoring and Review  

Monitoring of the standards of children’s work and the quality of teaching in 

English is the responsibility of the Reading and Writing leaders. The work of 

these subject coordinators also involves supporting colleagues in their planning 

and teaching of lessons as well as being informed about current developments 

in the subject. The subject coordinators give the principal and senior leadership 

team feedback, evaluating the strengths and weaknesses in the subject, and 

indicating areas for further development and improvement. Time is allocated in 

which to review samples of children’s work and to undertake lesson 

observations of English teaching across the school. Teachers also take part in 

cross trust standardisation to ensure judgements made are accurate. 
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